Robert Coles, psychiatrist and sociologist, humanist and humanitarian, turns his Faustian thirst for knowledge about the young, especially children of poverty, to two topics of great interest for educators: the moral and the political life of children. In two volumes he reflects on how he thinks children develop moral and political sensibilities. I say "reflects on" advisedly, for both books are as much a retrospective on the education of Robert Coles as they are a study of moral and political thinking in the legions of children around the world whom Coles has studied, interviewed, written about, and learned from.
When I first heard Coles speak, as a visitor to the college where I now teach, I was impressed by his energy, his passion for the intellectual pursuits of the scholar, his quest for social justice, and his extraordinary ability to see the connections between thought and action. His catholic interests--art, literature, film, politics, philosophy, medicine, psychology, to mention a few-form an intricate latticework through which he focuses on the many children he has come to know.
Both 7he Moral Life of Children and The Political Life of Children, then, give Coles an opportunity to view his experience in new ways. We meet again his children of crises, the uprooted children, and the children of migrants, sharecroppers, and mountaineers. We hear again the poignant insights of Ruby Bridges, a black child who initiated school desegregation in New Orleans and who helped Coles learn that "the moral life is not to be confused with tests to measure certain kinds of abstract (moral) thinking...."
We hear Eduardo, a young Brazilian who had not lost his "moral pride, a kind of self-respect that even a tenyear-old scurrying across the hot pavements of the Copacabana can manage to possess." And we hear Lon, a Cambodian boy who, says Coles, "taught me an enormous amount about what it can mean for a child living in exile from Southeast Asia to think about one nation, then another, to feel one set of nationalist yearnings and loyalties, then another." It is, you see, the children who are the teachers in these two books. Coles is the thoughtful student who eagerly learns the moral and political lessons that emerge from the thoughts and feelings of each childteacher.
What does Coles learn? That is difficult to say, for these are not textbooks but social and intellectual travelogues. The author tells us he has "tried to work toward a vision of documentary child psychiatry: to record how a historical crises ... or a social crises ... or a long-standing social impasse... bears upon the mental life of young people." The lessons are embedded in the social context and the individual lives of the children themselves in "the psychology of everyday life." As Coles says, "I claim no definitive conclusions about what any 'group' feels or thinks.... One can only insist on being as tentative as possible, claiming only impressions, observations, thoughts, reflections, surmises, speculations, and in the end, a 'way of seeing.' " In the manner of a James Joyce novel, his books are better experienced than analyzed. The ideas of the children, and the stories of their lives, are absorbing.
For the educator there are more than a few lessons. The impact of experience (poverty, movies, change, adversity, etc.) on character and values and ideals is one lesson. Coles assures us, for example, that "if moral life has strength and coherence, the movies aren't likely (at their worst) to topple things." Another lesson to speculate on, as Coles does at length, is the impact of political issues and circumstances (nationalism, nuclear threat, race, religion, etc.) on a child's concept of government-how to rule and who is to rule whom. Coles writes with passion about the different ways white and black children in South Africa think about their "nationalism" in "a highly racist political world," and he speculates sensitively on the different ways that the fear of nuclear holocaust affects the political morality of children in Poland and the United States.
The Moral Life of Children and The Political Life of Cbildren allow us to see moral and political issues through the eyes of the world's children. They also show us the education of Robert Coles at his philosophical best.
Both books are available from The Atlantic Monthly Press, 420 Lexington Ave., Suite 2304, New York, NY 10170, for $19.95 each.
Intelligence Applied

Robert J Sternberg
San Diego: Harcourt Brace Jovanovicb, 1986 -Revifeed by Harold Baker, Litchfield High School Litchfield, Connecticut Intelligence Applied has much to offer educators concerned with curriculum development for the improvement of thinking skills. Sternberg offers a comprehensive and selfcontained program based on his Triarchic Theory of Human Intelligence and draws on his own experience for practical examples.
Sternberg covers a wide variety of intellectual domains in this comprehensive text, including figural, abstract, and verbal problems. Each section begins with illustrative examples that make the exercises more meaningful. Because of the clarity of presentation, this text could be used for selfstudy as well as in classes at the high school or college level.
Sternberg concludes with two chapters that may make the book unique. In one he discusses social and practical intelligence, and in the otherentitled '"Why Intelligent People Fail (too often)"-he offers advice on getting the most out of his program for improving intellectual skills.
Educators interested in thinking Improving schools in this country continues to be a reformer's dream. Because there is so much that is easy to criticize, reformers frequently take the tack: "Why doesn't somebody do something?" So it is with Imnproing America ' Schools. The author suggests that the "real task" is uniting teachers, administrators, and community members to establish an environment where educational improvement is the norm. Most people will agree! However, the difficulty occurs in the author's failure to describe how to develop a political and financial climate where legislators and taxpayers at the local, state, and national level will assign the resources necessary to improve education in the way this well-meaning book intends.
One How is a principal's "effectiveness" to be judged? On what basis are we warranted in claiming that principal A is a better principal than principal B? The bases for making these judgments compose the content of this book The authors make research results available to those wishing to put it to practice. Laying a practical foundation upon which strategies for improving principal effectiveness can be built is the volume's strength. This well-researched and forthright presentation is of special interest to principals, to those aspiring to be principals, and to those responsible for selecting principals.
Available This volume is clearh' designed for those interested in the school principalship-aspiring candidates, academic researchers, trainers of principals. and even seasoned veterans. Its sheer heftiness, both in content and in the number of pages, suggests that it is a work to be better digested with some company in a course or principal's academy than as bedside reading.
The authors are totally committed to the systems approach to organization- What is worth knowing, experiencing, and teaching? This question infuses almost every curriculum book, but is rarely given book-length treatment. Walker and Soltis address headon the problem of ideals as the dimension of curriculum upon which all else is contingent. They contrast progressive and traditional perspectives, demonstrate the problematic character of aims, and discuss different bases for rationalizing curriculum. In the final chapter the authors present cases that make theoretical points from earlier chapters come alive in political, intellectual, and school-based contexts. This book should be as useful to the seasoned curriculum leader and teacher as it is to the novice. The kind of reflection on purposes it encourages should not be neglected by anyone who works seriously for educational improvement.
Available from Teachers College, Columbia University, 1234 Amsterdam Ave., New York, NY 10027, for $8.95.
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